English
1.

Make a travel guide on Hull that could be given out to people
visiting the city. Remember to be persuasive and include
your year 5 grammar features. A travel guide will include
information on landmarks, things to do, places to eat etc.

Year 5 Writing Checklist

Computing/ History/ Art
Research a famous person from Hull (Amy Johnson, William
Wilberforce, Lee Radford could be examples) and present your
work in a poster that could be displayed around the city.

•

Expanded noun phrase—The colossal, impressive Humber
Bridge is one of Hull’s famous landmarks.

•

Parenthesis– Famous pilot (Amy Johnson) is actually from
Hull.

•

Relative Clause– The Deep, which is a great place to take
children, is home to lots of fascinating sea creatures.

•

Modal Verbs– You should definitely visit Hull.

Music/ Computing

•

PPV– Hull has been a place that has been overlooked.

•

Year 5 Homophones– which, passed, past, devise, device.

Research famous musicians from Hull. Listen to some of
their songs. Which ones do you like/dislike? What is similar
about them? What instruments can you hear? You could
have a family discussion or write about the music you have
heard.

DT/ Science
Design and create a new and improved Humber Bridge. You
could use .straws, kitchen roll holders and other household
objects. Remember to check that it is strong and sturdy.
Write a list of the materials you used and group them by
their properties.

Art/Maths/Enterprise

Design a new football or rugby kit for one of the Hull teams to raise
money for the NHS. Make a poster to advertise your kit and work out
a suitable cost so that you make a profit to donate. Think about the
cost of the materials you will need to use.
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Geography/ PE
Go for a short walk around your local area. Make a note of
things that you see and create a table to sort them into
human and physical features. Human features might
include houses and parks. Physical features included rivers
and trees/grassed areas.

